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ABOUT ELIJA FARM
ELIJA Farm is a sustainable, non-profit farm in South Huntington, NY
committed to using environmentally responsible practices to raise high
quality, organically grown produce. The ELIJA Farm CSA is dedicated to
enriching the health and wellness of our community through dynamic
learning opportunities to its diverse membership. ELIJA Farm subscribes
to the Farmer’s Pledge, a voluntary program created by the Northeast
Organic Farming Association of New York.

43 Foxhurst Road
South Huntington, NY 11746
516.216.5270
info@ELIJA.org
www.ELIJAFarm.org
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Founder & Executive Director
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Joy Dinkelman
CSA Director
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Suzie Rust
Director of Baking &
Culinary Arts
Jason Harris
Sous Pastry Chef &
Delivery Driver
Valerie Maben
Assistant Farmer
Mike Howell
Field Supervisor
Jenn Marsh
Volunteer Coordinator
Oscar Jackman
Farm Apprentice
Sabrina Harris
Farm Intern & CSA Tent Host

SEED STORIES

GROUND CHERRIES

Ground cherries?! Does that mean cherries
that fell on the ground? Not entirely, but it’s
also not too far off. Basically, ground cherries
got their name because they fall on the
ground when they are ripe; and as cousins of
tomatillos, thankfully their papery husk keeps
them clean and unblemished. Ground cherries
(aka husk cherries) are native to North
America and have been part of Mexican and
American cuisine for centuries, but still they
are little known outside of CSAs and farmers
markets. Ground cherries have a very unique
flavor: slightly sweet, tropical and tangy. Their
flavor profile is probably a combination that’s
incomparable to many other things you’ve
tasted. And that’s what makes them delicious
and addicting! Ground cherries can be eaten
simply by removing the papery husk and
popping them in your mouth. They have also
traditionally been made in salsas and pies.
Ground cherries are both applicable in sweet

and savory dishes, equally delicious when cut
up for all types of salads or to make desserts,
and even sauces for savory meat and fish
dishes. At first the taste might be off putting
because it is indescribable, but once you
accept that they are unique and like nothing
you’ve tasted before, you won’t be able to
stop eating them!
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FARMER'S CORNER

WHY GROWING HEIRLOOMS IS INVALUABLE BY JOY DINKELMAN

You know those weird shaped tomatoes we grow; the unusual
ones you don’t see in the store? Yep! A lot of those are heirloom
tomatoes. Over half of all ELIJA tomatoes are heirlooms because
they are the most flavorful and delicious. Heirlooms usually
don’t have the uniform appeal that people are used to. Plus, they
weren’t bred specifically for the commercial sector, so they often
don’t fit perfectly into boxes to be shipped across the country and
around the world. Thankfully the CSA model of ELIJA Farm allows
us to grow heirloom varieties that we otherwise wouldn’t be able
to. We definitely appreciate our hybrid seeds for the improved
disease and pest resistances that they can offer, but our heart
is with the heirlooms. Hybrid seeds are produced naturally by
crossing two different varieties of zucchinis or any other crop
that requires pollination. This cross results in creating a new
variety that has benefits from both of its parent varieties. (This
is completely different from genetically modified [GM] seeds
in which genes from a totally different species are taken and
artificially added to a vegetable or fruit. Stay tuned for a later
article that will go over GMOs.) Now though, back to why we
love heirlooms and why they have a special place on our farm.
Heirloom is basically the seed/food term for vintage. Similar to
vintage, heirlooms need to be at least 50 years old.
Vintage clothing and cars are cool, but what’s so interesting about
vintage or rather
heirloom seeds?
Taste is the number
one reason. Hands
down, if you try a
newer variety vs.
an heirloom, the
heirloom is likely
to be far more
flavorful. Heirlooms also tend to be more nutritious. We also love
them because of their stories. The names given to heirlooms
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Tomatillos, also known as the
Mexican Husk Tomato, are
a very tangy Mexican staple
that play a role in green salsa
and other green sauces. One
serving is just around 32
calories - try incorporating
tomatillos into your diet today!
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SHARE

INGREDIENTS
• 2 dry pints shishito or padron peppers
• 1 tablespoon cooking oil (olive, grape
seed or peanut oil)
• Coarse kosher salt or sea salt

usually reflect their history and relationship with different people
and places. Beautiful connections are illustrated through names
like Long Island Cheese Pumpkin, Brad’s Atomic Grape Tomato, or
Shinnecock Currant Tomato. While the names of heirlooms often
give a little insight into their history, the genetic stories embedded
into them are even more important. The genetic diversity of
heirlooms is an invaluable link to the past, while also providing
answers for the future. At the beginning of the 1900’s there were
408 tomato varieties offered by U.S. seeds companies, by the
late 1900’s only 79 of those heirloom varieties were still being
sold. The loss of over ¾ of heirloom tomatoes means not only
did the variety go extinct, but also its unique genetic variability.
Less genetic diversity means our food system is more vulnerable
and susceptible to diseases and pests that previous varieties
were once tolerant or resistant to. Buying heirloom seeds and
vegetables is a powerful way to prevent seed companies and
farmers from no longer offering heirlooms. Besides the obvious
flavor benefits, this is why half of our tomatoes are heirlooms and
about a ¼ of all our seeds are heirlooms. As farmers, consumers,
and global citizens we recognize our responsibility in ensuring our
food system remains viable and diverse by growing and buying
heirlooms.

TOMATILLOS

TIP OF THE WEEK

•
•
•

Pickling Peppers
Peppers can be preserved by pickling!
This usually involves submersion in a brine of
vinegar and salted water with herbs and spices.
These herbs and spices include peppercorns,
coriander, dill and bay leaf.

•
•
•
•
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BLISTERED SHISHITO PEPPERS
Sour cream or yogurt
Lime or lemon juice
Hot Sauce
Mayonnaise

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Heat the skillet by placing a large skillet under the broiler or
on the stove top over high heat to warm.
2. Place the peppers in a mixing bowl.
3. Drizzle them with cooking oil and a healthy sprinkle of salt.
4. Use your hands or a spatula to toss the peppers until evenly
coated.
5. When the skillet is hot enough that a flick of water
evaporates instantly, pour the peppers into the skillet. Be
careful — the pan is very hot!
6. The peppers should start to sizzle immediately.
7. Transfer the skillet with peppers back beneath the broiler, or
continue cooking over medium-high heat on the stove top. (If
SIGHTS AND SCENES FROM THE FARM
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cooking on the stove top, turn on a vent fan.)
Cook the peppers without moving them for a few minutes so
they char on the bottom, then stir with a spatula.
Continue cooking and stirring every minute or two until the
peppers are blistered and darkened all over.
After 5 to 6 minutes remove from heat.
Make a simple dipping sauce for these peppers by mixing
mayonnaise, sour cream, or yogurt with some lime or lemon
juice and some hot sauce.
The peppers are best when eaten within minutes of coming
off the heat. Have your bowl of dipping sauce ready!
Enjoy!

